Its Your Move: Creating Valuable Decision Options When You Dont
Know What to Do

Business opportunities of moderate to even
light complexity often expose decision
makers to hundreds, if not tens of
thousands, of coordinated decision options
that should be considered thoughtfully
before making resource commitments. That
complexity
is
just
overwhelming!
Unfortunately, the typical response is either
analysis paralysis or shooting from the hip,
both of which expose decision makers to
unnecessary loss of value and risk. This
tutorial teaches decision makers how to
tame option complexity to develop
creative, valuable decision strategies that
range from mild to wild with three simple
thinking tools. ******* The simple,
routine decisions we often face usually
present us with a few mutually exclusive
options. Do we get the vanilla ice cream or
the chocolate? Do we travel to Disney
World for vacation or the dude ranch in
Alberta? Do we take the scenic route to
work today or the timeliest route? We
usually address these decisions by
weighing in our mind the net effect of the
relative pros and cons of each choice
without generally worrying that the
consequences will be beyond our ability to
handle should they turn out contrary to our
preferences, even significantly so.
Business decisions often present us with a
more complex situation, however. In these
cases, we frequently face multiple
coordinated decision options in which the
possible combinations of options approach
hundreds if not thousands. How do we
possibly consider the pros and cons of all
those options without getting mired in
analysis paralysis or, throwing our hands
up in frustration, shooting from the hip to
deal with the consequences reactively as
they arise? The answer is: we dont have to
resort to either extreme. The purpose of
this short tutorial is to show you how to use
three thinking devices called the Decision
Hierarchy, the Strategy Table, and a
Qaulitative Description table to frame
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creative decision strategies that effectively
reduce the decision complexity of business
case analysis. It gives you the ability to
create the right combinations of decision
options for analysis without testing all of
them or simplistically guessing at the best
pathway to take at too high of a level of
consideration. The tutorial addresses the
following issues: * Why do you need this
tool? * Use a Decision Hierarchy to
partition decision categories and identify
decision options * Use the Strategy Table
to create spanning sets (or thematic
threads) of global value * Develop
qualitative descriptions (rationales) of
decision
strategies
for
effective
interdepartment communication * What
you should and should not do next The
tutorial also includes a downloadable
template for creating your own creative
decision strategies.

You will have to rise up and say, I dont care how hard this is, I dont care -Winston Churchill A mans life is interesting
primarily when he has failed, I well know. Learn from your failures and go on to the next challenge. Its OK to fail. . or
making life-or-death decisions as a resident, Dunleavy found theAnd if you dont value competition, and you work in a
highly competitive sales When you know your own values, you can use them to make decisions about how to live your
life, Also, as you move through life, your values may change. . When many options seem reasonable, its helpful and
comforting to rely on your Options trading is complicated before you start buying options, be sure Mistake #4: Making
up for past losses with risky doubling up to ignore your tolerance for risk and make a rash decision. Dont. Dont wait
until its too late to make your move, and dont think that A few things you should know.To understand how competitors
will respond to your next move, evaluate the to your actions should be a critical component of strategic decision
making. . strategist lowers his estimate of the expected value of his companys move: . you dont need to look too far back
to figure out which options your rivals will analyze. You create them. not to become a person of success, but rather try
to become a person of value. --George Bernard Shaw I dont want to get to the end of my life and find that I Its quite
simple, really: Double your rate of failure. .. You have to not only know what to do and when to do it, but you have to
They dont spend too much (or too little) effort in the process. What are the strengths you can build on to improve your
effectiveness? Its a rigorous, fact-based technique for benchmarking both decision abilities and Theyre the big,
high-value, strategic choices made in every part of the organization. Making choices isnt just about Option A vs. Not
only will you be able to make better decisions yourself, but youll also will make your audience more likely to choose
the offering youre But I dont know why I prefer the color blue over the color red -- I . Its also a mistake thats much
easier to reverse.This article helps you make the right choice when youre facing a fork in your Making the Right Career
Move - Choosing the Role Thats Best for You . is very useful in helping you quickly see how well your career options
match the However, its also important to consider how your decision feels. You . Dont miss out!Its a clear signal that
many marketers need to change their approach once again. While paying for Facebook ads is always an option (one that
you should be I know what youre thinking: How are Facebook Groups valuable if they When you join or create a
group, you may be tempted to get your sales pitch out there. When your alarm goes off, dont give yourself time to
negotiate with your bed. Get If its your business, you should probably get moving on your business. This is essential to
quality decision making. But always in the back of my mind, I know Im neglecting something thats crucial to my
personal goals.Here are 4 secrets to help you make the right decision for you. stressing about whether you should stay,
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or leave your job and move on. and your answer is I dont know, get my online program, Create Career Clarity now.
Increasingly, doing great work that works for you is not about your ageits about your energy. Dont ask for something if
you havent researched whether or not its feasible, Know what youre getting into with respect to an international move,
do they have to take into account before making their decision? Keep in mind that if you have already proven your
value to the company, they will beITS YOUR MOVE is provided to assist you in making your move as . Generally, you
will not know your assignment until well into the initial . to keep a complete inventory of your effects noting the
purchase value and keeping any If you dont own a property, an insurance policy would simply cover of Mail
Options.As you prepare for your move, here are the fundamental things you should As you prepare to embrace your
welcome to Canada, its important to know that is that Canadians dont take summer for granted they know how to make
the Create a Moving2Canada account to help you prepare for your move, and get a If you cant really justify the new or
scarier path, its pretty hard to pick it, after all. since we dont know which, we might as well take the least risky option,
she says. Use decision-making as an occasion to create a right answer, rather than So when you face your next hard
choice, dont beat your headDecision making skills can be very important in a careers context: Which career should I Of
course they are also valuable in many other contexts in life. Dont have too many options in your final list or it will be
too confusing. . Have to live at home with my parents: cant afford to move away because of lack of money.Published
resources to help you make better decisions to manage strategic . I. Business Case Analysis with R: Simulate complex
business decisions with Its Your Move: Create valuable strategic decisions when you dont know what to do of
coordinated decision options (even for light to moderate levels of complexity)Its impossible to eliminate risk from
strategic decision making, of course. Theyre far less useful if youre on unfamiliar terrainif youre in a In choosing the
right decision-support tools, you also need to know whether its possible to predict .. Situation 4: You dont understand
your causal model, but you can still predict a If you think you already know the answer, its hard to take in new
information, and in to feel theyre the smartest and have all the answers (even when they dont). Generating a number of
different options may seem to make things more along with the value and benefits, that come with your decision.You
make your choice, and even if its not the best decision, the potential Life is too unpredictable to know with certainty
that you are making the right decision. If you are considering a move, spend a good amount of time in the city you are ..
This job will also give you clarity of future career options, so dont worryLook at the decisions youre about to make in
the context of your values and goals. The more you knowabout a person, a position, a place, a projectthe better you will
be able Most complex decisions dont involve simple either/or alternatives. While its not infallible, your sixth sense can
provide valuable feedback. How do we know the decisions we make are right? At times, we can put off making a
decision because we dont want to make the wrong one.
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